
Schutzmasken selber nähen mit zertifizierten 
antibac

Masken Panels 
von Katia Fabrics

#smile with your eyes

NEU: ANTIBAC PANEL-SET
1 Meter Antibac-Stoff 

(ergibt 13 oder 10 verschiedene Masken)

10 Meter Elastic Cord
Nähanleitungen und Schnittmuster

Es gibt 4 verschiedene Sets ( -> -> -> )





1 Set enthält: 1 Meter Stoff + 10 Meter Elastic Cord  + Nähanleitungen und Schnittmuster



Panel Set 1
Poplin Antibacterian Mask Panel  2050-01-Smile with your eyes

100 x 145-150 cm = 1 Panel für 13 zweilagigen Antibac-Stoffmasken 
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Panel Set 4:

Poplin Antibacterian Mask Panel  2050-04-Katia Revival Autumn/Winter

 100 x 168 cm = 1 Panel für 13 zweilagige Antibac-Stoffmasken
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Panel Set 5:

Poplin Antibacterian Mask Panel  2050-05-Illustrators Autumn/Winter

 100 x 168 cm = 1 Panel für 10 zweilagige Antibac-Stoffmasken
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Panel Set 6:

Poplin Antibacterian Mask Panel  2050-06- Autumn/Winter Panel

 100 x 150 cm = 1 Panel für 13 zweilagige Antibac Stoffmasken 
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#M2 Moon Face Mask
ENGLISH

Materials:

Making the face mask:

-Elastic cord or tape for the sides of the face mask.

Trace around the pattern in the selected size and cut out two pieces for the exterior of the face mask 
and two pieces for the lining. Align the straight grain of the fabric with the grainline arrow on the pattern 
pieces before cutting out the fabric pieces.
The 3/8” (1 cm) seam allowances and the hem allowances are already included in the pattern pieces.

1. Join and sew the exterior pieces together at the centre (= curved part), with the right sides of the fabric 
facing together. Sew the lining pieces in the same manner. Make small cuts in the curved part of the 
seam allowance so the pieces are easier to manipulate when working.

2. Match the lining to the exterior of the face mask, with right sides facing together, and sew along 
the upper edge. Make small cuts in the curved part of the seam allowance so the pieces are easier to 
manipulate when working.

3. Unfold the face mask, opening the upper part so the fabric is on the wrong side, fold 3/8” (1 cm) inwards 
twice at the sides to make a double hem and work a row of stitching all around the edge to fix the seam 
in place.

4. Turn the face mask out to the right side, iron the upper edge and work a row of stitching along the top 
edge to secure the seam in place.

5. Place the lining and exterior pieces together again, with the right sides facing, to line up and sew the 
lower edge of the face mask. Sew then make small cuts in the curved part of the seam allowance so the 
pieces are easier to manipulate when working.

6. Turn the mask out to the right side through one of the side openings. Work a row of stitching along the 
lower edge to secure the lower seam in place.

7. Cut two pieces of elastic cord or tape and insert the ends of the elastic in the sides of the face mask 
between the exterior and lining fabrics. Before sewing, pin in place and try on for size. Adjust to the 
correct size and sew the ends of elastic cord or tape in place so that the sides remain open to insert a 
filter inside if necessary.

#M3 Face Mask with Darts
ENGLISH

Materials:

Making the face mask:

-Cord or elastic tape for the sides of the face mask

Select the size you want to make. The pattern is not complete (it is as it would be if you were to cut it out 
on the fold), so trace the other side by mirroring the shape to obtain the full pattern piece.  Cut one piece 
for the exterior of the face mask and another for the face mask lining.

The 3/8” (1 cm) seam allowances and the side hem allowances are already included in the pattern.

1. Join each of the two central face mask darts, with the right sides of the fabric facing together, and sew 
each one at a distance of 3/8” (1 cm) from the edges.

2. Place the lining and exterior pieces together, with the right sides of the fabric facing together, and sew 
the face mask along the upper edge. Make small cuts in the curved parts of the seam allowance so it is 
more pliable and easier to work with.

3. Unfold and open out the face mask by at the upper edge so the wrong side of the fabric is facing 
towards you. Fold 3/8” (1 cm) of the side edges inwards two times to make a double hem then stitch along 
each side to fix the hems in place.

4. Turn the face mask to the right side, iron the upper edge and work a row of stitching along this edge to 
fix the seam in place.

5. Match the lining and exterior pieces together again, with the right sides of the fabric facing each 
other, and sew along the lower edge of the face mask.  Make small cuts in the curved parts of the seam 
allowance so it is more pliable and easier to work with.

6. Turn the face mask out to the right side through one of the side openings. Work a row of stitching along 
the lower edge to fix the seam in place.

7. Cut two cords or pieces of elastic tape and insert the ends of the elastic through the face mask sides 
in between the exterior and lining layers. Before sewing, fix in place and try on for size. Adjust the length
if necessary, then sew the ends of the elastic to the sides with a few stitches. When sewing down the 
ends of elastic, make sure that the sides remain open so a filter can be introduced inside the face mask
if required.

#M1 Face Mask with Pleats
ENGLISH

Materials required:

Making the face masks:

-Cord / elastic strips: 2 pieces
Approximate cord/elastic strip measurements, try and adjust the material being used: Size 3-5 years: 4 
3/8” (11 cm) / size 6-9 years: 4 3/4” (12 cm), size 10-12 years: 5 1/2” (14 cm), adult size: 6 1/4” (16 cm).
Elastic sizing guide, try on and adjust to required length.
-Malleable wire or metallic twist ties to adjust the upper part of the face mask.

1. Using the required pattern size: cut one side in the exterior fabric and the other in the lining fabric.

2. Make a 1/4” (0.75 cm) hem casing along the upper edge of the face mask on both the exterior and lining 
fabrics. Remember that we will insert the metallic twist tie through the upper edge of the hem casing to 
adjust the face mask. Pass the twist tie through the casing and cut it so it is a bit smaller than the width 
of the face mask and the side seams are free at each edge.

3. Attach the ends of the elastic strips to the upper and lower sides of the exterior fabric, leaving a space 
of 3/8” (1.5 cm) from the upper edge and 3/4” (2 cm) from the lower edge. Sew the elastic strips so they 
are facing inwards. Therefore, when the face mask lining is attached and the face mask is turned out to 
the right side the elastic straps will be on the outside.

4. Match the exterior and lining face mask pieces together with the right sides facing and sew around the 
contour: sew the sides and lower edge only. Leave the upper edge open so a filter can be inserted inside 
if necessary. Trim the interior corners a little, in diagonal, to reduce excess bulk at the seams. Turn the 
face mask out to the right side, the elastic strips will be on the outside.

5. Make the pleats in the position marked on the pattern. The adult face mask has three pleats and the 
children’s sizes have two pleats. Fold and iron the pleats towards the interior of the face mask. When 
ironing, take care to protect the elastic strips from the heat.

6. To finish, stitch the pleats in place with a row of stitching along the sides and lower edge.

SIZE FACE WIDTH FACE LENGTH 

X Small 8 3/4" 4 3/8" 

(Little Kid) (22.2cm) (11.1cm) 

Small 9 1/2" 4 3/4" 

(Kid) (24.1cm) (12.1cm)

Medium 10 1/4" 5 1/8" 

(Teen) (26cm) (13cm) 

Large 11" 5 1/2" 

(Adult) (27.9cm) (14cm) 

Panel 2050-01 Panel 2050-04

Panel 2050-05 Panel 2050-06

Grössentabelle für Ihre Masken
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ANTI-DROPLET
TREATMENT ANTIBACTERIAN WASHABLE ADJUSTABLE

ELASTIC100% COTTON

The care symbols, reproduced below, are the 
appropriate washing symbols to follow in order 
to achieve this same durability.

The care symbols, reproduced below, are the 
appropriate According to ITEL laboratory tests, 
the treatment applied to the double layer face 
masks from Fil Katia meets the parameters 
established by the UNE0065/2020 standard for 
up to 50 washes.



INFORMATION INSIDE (LEAFLET)



INFORMATION INSIDE (LEAFLET)



COMPOSITION:
100% COTTON “TREATED WITH ANTIBACTERIAN BIOCIDE C6 WATERPROOF” 
Wide 145-150 cm (panel mask 1 & 6) & 168 cm (panel mask 4 & 5)
Includes mask instructions in 6 languages

ENG:After 25 washes the treatment begins to lose its properties.
If the fabric is washed at a temperature of 60º, as recommended for proper disinfection, the printed colours could begin to fade. Wash with a neutral 
detergent. DO NOT bleach.
Important: after washing, iron (without steam) at a temperature of 120/140º for 10 to 15 seconds.
Tras 25 lavados el tratamiento empieza a perder propiedades.

ESP: Si se lava a 60º, como se recomienda lavar las mascarillas para su correcta desinfección, el estampado podría ir perdiendo la intensidad de sus 
colores. Lavar con detergente neutro. No utilizar lejía. 
Importante que tras lavar aplicar plancha (en seco) a 120/140º de 10 a 15 segundos.

DE: Nach 25 Wäschen beginnt sich die Schutzwirkung der Behandlung zu verringern. 
Mit einem neutralen Reinigungsmittel waschen. 
Der Stoff kann mit Bleichmitteln und bei 60 Grad gewaschen werden.
Wichtig ist, dass der Stoff nach dem Waschen 10 bis 15 Sekunden lang bei 120-140 °C trocken gebügelt wird.

IT:  Dopo 25 lavaggi il trattamento comincia a perdere di efficacia 
Lavare con detergente neutro. 
Importante: dopo il lavaggio stirare (con ferro asciutto) a 120/140° dai 10 ai 15 secondi

FR : Après 25 lavages, le traitement perd graduellement ses propriétés. 
Laver avec une lessive ou savon neutre. 
Peut être lavé avec de l’eau de Javel et à 60º.
Il est important, après le lavage, de repasser à sec, à 120/140º, pendant 10 à 15 secondes.

NE: Ná 25 wasbeurten begint de behandeling de eigenschappen te verliezen. 
Wassen met neutral wasmiddel. 
Kan gewassen worden met bleekmiddel en op 60 graden. 
Het is belangrijk dat ná het wassen, het strijkijzer (droog) 10 tot 15 seconden op 120 / 140º wordt aangebracht.
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